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Programme of Meetings for the Coming Week.
26,

MR. C. G. SANDER'S COURSE OF LECTURES

AT

THE PSYCHO-THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY'S ROOMS,

RED LION SQUARE, W.C. 1 .

(Close to Holborn and Museum Stations )

AT 6.30 ON FRIDAY EVENINGS. Admission 13.

Subjects :-February 28th " Colour and Health .”

March 7th Absent Treatment."

... ..

TUESDAY, February 25th , at 3 p.m.

Member's ONLY.

Séance for Clairvoyant Descriptions.

No admission after 3 o'clock .

THURSDAY, February 27th

For Members and Associates only .

At 4 p.m.- Meeting for Devotional Contemplation ,

Members and Associates Free ; Visitors, 1s .

MR. W. J. VANSTONE.

Egyptian Priests — their Work and Influence in Civil

Government."

THE " W. T. STEAD " LIBRARY AND BUREAU,

22a, Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, S.W. li

At 5 p.m.

TUESDAY, Feb. 25, 7 P.M. MR. RICHARD A. BUSH.

THURSDAY, Feb. 27, 3.30 P.M. MISS VIOLET BURTON.

“ At Home" every Monday afternoon, 4-6.

Members and their friends are welcome.

Rupert Lives !
FRIDAY, February 28th , at 3.50 p.m.

Members and Associates Free ; Visitors , 1s.

Talks with a Spirit Control
MRS. M. H. WALLIS.

Written Questions of an impersonal nature bearing

on the Future Life.

BY THE REV, WALTER WYNN .

(Editor “ The Young Man and Woman ." )

Subscriptions to December 31st, 1919,

MEMBERS, One Guinea.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1919 ARE NOW OVERDUE,

And should be forwarded AT ONCE .

For Syllabus and further particulars regarding the work of the

Alliance apply to the Secretary.

The MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION , Ltd.,

STEINWAY HALL , LOWER SEYMOUR ST. , PORTMAN SQUARE, W. 1 .

SUNDAY EVENING NEXT, AT 6.30 P.M. , Mrs. E. A. Can ncck.

Marob 2nd , Mr. J. J. Morse.

Welcome to all. Admission Free. Collection .

Steinway Hall is within two minutes' walk of Selfridge's, Oxford St. ,

and fiveminutes from Bond Street and Marble Arch Tube Stations .

Spiritualists and inquirers are invited to join the Association .

This remarkablebook is a striking verification of Sir Oliver

Lodge's RAYMOND .” It contains even more convincing

evidence. Rupert Wynn was the Author's only son, who gave

his life for Britain . His father-the Author of this book - was

stricken with poignant grief, but was assured by Miss Estelle

Stead that his son was living, and would speak to him if only
he allowed him to do so . Entering upon his investigations in

an utterly sceptical state of mindas to the possibility of spirit

communication , this book records the Author's arrival at the

certain belief that his son lives and is happy. At the end of

the book will be found a letter from Mr. J. A. Hill (Author of

Man is a Spirit ") .

Paper Covers, 176 pages ; 2s . 9d , net, post free.
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THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION ,

13,. Pembridge Place, Bayswater, W.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD.

At 11 a.m. MR. ERNEST HUNT.

At 6.30 D.m. MR. E. W. BEARD.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH, AT 7.30 P.M.

MRS. A. JAMRACH.
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.“ LIGHT ” AND THE LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.

We beg to remind the Subscribers to “ Light," and the

Members and Associates of the London Spiritualist

Alliance, Ltd., who have not already renewed

their Subscriptions for 1919 , which are payable in

advance, that they should forward remittances at

once to Mr. F. W. South , 6 , Queen Square, South

ampton Row . London . W.C. 1. Their kind attention

to this matter will save much trouble and expense

In eending out accounts , booking, postage, &c .

THE CHURCH OF HIGHER MYSTICISM,

22. PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.i.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD .

Mrs. Fairclough Smith Trance Address.

Mrs. Fairclough Smith ... Inspirational Address.

Every Thursday, at 3.30 o'clock, Healing Service,followed by a talk

on “ The Spiritual Forces of Man ,”. & c ., by Mrs. Fairclough Smith

at 28, York Place, Baker Street, W.1 Silver collection .

11.15 a.m.

6,30 p.m.

G

The Legend and Mystery of Symbolism .

" S Y M B O L I S M , "

By PAMELA GLENCONNER .

In this little work Lady Glencopner gives us a deeply interesting

study of Symbols and their meaning, as illustrated not onlyin the

ideas and ideals of religion and poetry. but also in some of the
common things of life.

1s, net. 1s: 2d. net post free .

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST MISSION,

through Passage between 4 and 5, Broadway, Wimbledon.

SUNDAY, Feb. 23rd, 6.30 MR. ERNEST MEADS.

WEDNESDAY , 26th , 7,30, Public Circle ... MR. JONES.

WEDNESDAYS . - Psychic Healing, 3 to 5. From 5 to 6, Mr. Richard

A. Bush attends to give information about the subject of Spirit

ualism , Enquirers welcomed.

...
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Life and Experiences, SPIRITUALISM :

OF

Its History, Phenomena and Doctrine.

EDMUND DAWSON ROGERS..
By J. ARTHUR HILL .

SPIRITUALIST & JOURNALIST.

Late Editor of ' Light ? and President of the This volume gives, in condensed but readable andpopular

London Spiritualist Alliance,
form, a survey of the whole subject of " Spiritualism and

Psychical Research.” It will be invaluable to those readers

SOME OF THE CONTENTS.- Preface, by John Page Hopps ; Birth
who have no time to study the extensive literature of the

and Education ; . A Young Chemist's Pursuits ; Newspaper Reporting subject, and those who do wish to read further will find here

Sixty Years Ago ; Mesmerism and Spiritualism ; Miss A.'s Premo. a safe guide to all that is best . And the book will be inte

nitions ; Clairvoyance ; Visions of the SpiritualPlane ; Crystal Vision ;

The Aura ; Obsessions; Seances with D. D.Homo and Mrs. Marshall ;
resting not least to those already acquainted with psychical

Mrs.Everitt's Mediumship ; The Spiritualist Movementin London ; things, for the author deals with the matter in the light of

* LIGHT ' and the London Spiritualist Alliance ; Origin of the Psychical his own first- hand experiences, which have extended over

Research Society ; Direct Writing ; Two Striking Cases of Spirit many years ; and on the literary and controversial side big

Identity ; Phenomena through Mr. Eglinton ; Funeral Addresses: by

Rev.J. Page Hopps and E. W. Wallis ; Death, a Natural Incident;
treatment of materialistic and Roman Catholic criticisms is a

The Old Chief (an Appreciation by D. Gow) ; Personal Testimonies. piece of brilliant sword -play which he obviously enjoys. Yet

he ' is not a Spiritualist or a violent partisan. He treats the

Cloth, 73 Pages. Two Portraits . subject in a truly scientific spirit, and is anxious only to get

6d. post free, or 3s. 9d. per dozen, post free,
at the truth-to follow the facts without prejudice.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle contributes a six -page Introduc

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON, W.C. 1. tion , describing his own attitude, and giving interesting

personal details of a visit to the author.

' SPIRITUALISM
CONTENTS.

Introduction by Sir A. Conan Confirmatory Phenomena in

A PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE. Doyle. India.

Antecedents of Modern Spirit- Ghosts.
By W. H. EVANS. ualism . On Evidence, Proof, and

Swedenborg. Belief.

Chapters on: The Ever-Present God, Good and Evil, The Confluence of Swedenbor- Spiritualism as a Religion .

Me' and the Not Me,' Mediumsbip, The Spirit World , gianism and Mesmerism in Materialistic Objections.

What is Man, Soul Measuring, The Gateway to Life Eternal, America. Roman Catholic and Mystica!

The Spiritual Aspects of Determinism , Some Objections The Hydesville Knockings. Objections.

Answered, The Religion of Spiritualism .
Early Days in England. Some Protestant Objections.

CLOTH, 78 PAGES, 18. 23d. NET POST FREE.
William Stainton Moses. Fechner's Theory of Life after

It should prove invaluable to all Lyceums for use of officers and The Society for Psychical Death .

Liberty Groups' study particularly. - R . A. OWEN (of Liverpool Research . Spiritualistic Conceptions of
Society ),

Mr. Evansgives as of his best in this brightly written volume. He
Physical Phenomena. After-Death Conditions,

covers a wide field and deals with many topics. An able chapter deals
Cloth , 260 pages, 8s. nett post free .

with " The Spirit World .' The final chapter will certainly find great
favour among thoughtful Spiritualists .—TwoWorlds.' OFFICE OF “ LIGHT,” 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON, W.O. 1.
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JUST PUBLISHED,

THE BRITTEN MEMORIAL.
The Wonders of the Saints in the Light

The Annual General Meeting of Subscribers will be held at
of Spiritualism.the Onward " Buildings, 207, Deansgate, Manchester, on

Wednesday, March 12th, at 2.30 p.m. All subscribers are
By F. FIELDING-OULD, M.A.

invited to attend .

By order of the Trustees, ( Vicar of Christ Church, Albany Street, Regent's Park ).

A. W. ORR, Hon . Sec.
With an Introduction by Lady Glenconnor.

CONTENTS :-Saints and Spiritualists --Sainthood - Voices

Levitation - Bilocation - Apparitions - Guardian Angels - Fire
square, London , W.C. 1 (nearest Tube Station , Holborn ). Free

-Light - Stigmatisation — Music -- Angels — Transportation
Healing, Mondays and Fridays, 3 to 6 p.m.; Wednesdays, 5 to 7.30 p.m.

Special Diagnosis, Fridays ,by appointment (small fee according to Apports - Heaven - Healing - Prayer - The Odour of Sanctity

means). In 1916 nearly 2,000treatments were given withexcellent -The Spiritual and the Psychical.

results. Donations earnestly solicited, and membership (£1 ls, per
annum ) invited, entitling free admission to lectares and use of large

Cloth , 128 pages , 4/9 nett, post free.

library. Soldiers specially invited . Apply Hon .Sec.
OFFICE OF " LIGHT," 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON , W.C. 1 .

Hunstanton House, - 18, : Endsleigh -gardens, London , N.W. (2
EAUTIFUL roproductions by the three -colour process of Inspira

minutes Euston Station, 5 minutes St. Pancras and King's Cross ) ;
tional Paintings by Mrs. Claud Scott, of the following

central for all parts ; perfect sanitation. Terms : 58. Bed and Break
subjects :

fast ; no charge for attendance . Full tariff apply to Mrs. Stanley The Birth of Divine Love Price 5A .

Watts, Proprietress. Toe Communion of Saints . Price 5s.

The Outcass. Price 59.

"Murative Suggestion, ” by Robert McAllan, The Sea Gives up her Dead. Price ls.

Proves the valueof hypnotic suggestion in treating moral, mental Can be purchased at the Office of Light, or be sent by post at ad
and nervous disorders , as Insomnia, Neurasthenia, Obsessions, De extra charge of 6d.

pression, Self-consciousness, Strain ,& c.; free by postfrom the author,
26, New Cavendish -street, London , W.1. Mayfair 6821. CONAN DOYLE'S BOOK ON “ LIFE ON THE OTHER SIDE ,”

The Badge of Spiritualism should be worn by THE NEW REVELATION.
every declaredSpiritualist as a mark ofrecognitionand fellowship .

BY ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.
It represents the Cross and Star within a Circle ,and distinguishes the

wearer as one belonging to ourgreat movement. Obtainable as a brooch " This book is his confession of faith , very frank, very courageous

or pendant inblue enamelset in copper,price 5s, 6d.,on application to
and very resolute . The courage and large-mindedness deserve cordial

Mrs.Montgomery Irvine, 115 , Ladbroke Grove, London ,W.11.
recognition ." - DailyChronicle.

Fifth Edition, 5/3 d . net , post free.

ome Reminiscences. An Account of Startling
Spirit Manifestations. By Alfred Smedley. With plans and LIGHT Office , 6, Queen Square, Southampton Row , W.C. 1 .

portraits of a number of well -known persons who wereeye-witnesses of

the manifestations. ls . 3d. post free. Light Office, 6, Queen-square, ASTROLOGICAL LESSONS by

London, W.C. 1. E. JOSEPHINE PURDOM.

ectures at 153 , Brompton Road, S.W. , A Course of 13 Lessons for £ 1 1s.

The Pilgrim's Progress " overy Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. , LESSONS WILL BE CORRECTED BY THE TEACHER THROUGH THE POST.
and on

“ Astrology and Mysticism every Friday at 3.30 p.m. These lessons are beautifully arranged, and simply set forth , and are a

Admission free. For syllabus apply to secretary as above. boon to those who desire to becomeacquainted with the mystio

science of Astrology.

ome of Rest, Brighton. Medical, Maternity For further particulars apply to

MRS, PURDOM, “ Blinkbonny,' ' Tudor Hill, Sutton Coldflold,
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the “ ego - feeling " should be moderated by emotions of

good fellowship , sympathy and love . But it needed

no occultist to tell us that excessive self -esteem is bad

and deficient self -esteem equally so , and to explain why.

When a thing can be stated simply it is waste of time

to clothe it in ungainly forms of speech which merely

in many cases serve to disguise a platitude.

*

1 )

NOTES BY THE WAY.

Now and again Light contains an article critically

examining some question on which there is room for

doubt . The writers are persons who have thoroughly

satisfied themselves of the truth of our central doctrine

-the reality of a life after death and the possibility of

communication between the two worlds. They have

the right to be termed “ strong ” Spiritualists , for they

are strong enough to examine without fear every state

ment purporting to come from psychic sources in order

to determine whether it is worthy to stand beside the

main teaching. Mr. Ernest Craven , who has been

writing on The Structure of the Atom in our pages

lately, is a mind of this class . He is a Spiritualist, but

he is also a man of science who believes with us in

rigorously testing every part of the structure of psychic
science and philosophy. Moreover , we doubt not he

appreciates the fact that the psychic faculty is designed

to supplerent knowledge normally gained and not to

supersede it . Many things have reached us and are

reaching us through the agency of clairvoyance and

other spiritual avenues , the truth of which isafterwards

demonstrated by discoveries made through the aici of

the ordinai y faculties. But it is not wise to lose sight

of the fact that those ordinary faculties are the natural

and legitimate ones for use while we are on the earth .

The latent psychical faculties are not sufficiently

evolved to take their place , and their main functior. at

present is limited to demonstrating the reality of a

spiritual world . They are not yet adapted to the task

of carrying out investigations in physical science, hence

their results in this direction are usually unreliable .

is a mistake to try and harness Pegasus to the plough,

It is one of the benefits of the scientific method that

it insists upon clear and definite forms of thought . It

drags the pretentious and oracular statement out of the

obscurity in which it tries to disguise itself and insists

on knowing its true meaning. And when science has

done its part in the world of psychical , occult and

mystical research , it will rid us of vast quantities of

turgid stuff which appears to be very important, but

really means very little. It will draw very sharp lines

of distinction between the nebulous philosophies of the

“ dream -consciousness ,'' so captivating to the romantic

and unthinking, and the products of reasonable and

connected thought based on demonstrated facts .

Book philosophies ,” and systems woven in the study

of the thinker, must be carefully checked and tested

by life-experience . They must be drawn in the Srst

place from the living world and then prove their validity

by working out effectively in practical life . If they are

rickety, perishable fabrics, they not really

strengthened by being expressed in Sanscrit or any

special forn of terminology. Our subject is one that

calls for the application of the strongest of strong

common sense , the clearest of thinking , the sharpesu of

penetration . So only will the shams perish and the

realities be revealed. The sublimities, the spiritualities,

will abide unharmed . Poetry can always dwell

serenely in its own sphere ; but doggerel is ever liable to

be exposed for what it is .

are

THE POWER OF THE UNSEEN .
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£ . M. S. writes :

Readers of “ One Thing I Know may be interested to

hear that I have had further experienceof the wonderful

help that can be given from the spirit world for the healing

of the body . A short time ago my sister became most

dangerously ill with pyæmia , and lay at death's door for

many weeks. When her life was well-nigh despaired of Dr.

Beale took over the case and by his skill and unremitting

care, brought about a remarkable recovery. The peculiar

treatment given by him was pronounced by the earth doctor

to be most foolish. It was certainly an extraordinary one .

At the most critical time Dr. Beale kept “ Miss Rose ” in

trance for thirty -two hours on end , and for twenty -four
hours one but himself was allowed to enter the

patient's room . As in my own case , much prayer was

offered on behalf of the patient, and many other spirit

helpers combined (under God) to bring about the wonderful

I have been rather disappointed at receiving no answer
to the request I made in Light a short time ago . The editor

has kindly giver me leave to repeat the same .

I should therefore be greatly interested to receive con

firmation of Dr. Beale's work in the spirit world, through a

medium unknown to me. Will some reader of Light able

to get into touch with an enlightened spirit on the other

side, ask him or her to go andvisit Dr. Beale's home and

to give an account of the work carried on there ? If

details of the buildings and grounds , as well as the names

of some of the workers could be given, it would be most

convincing.

I shall be delighted to receive any other information

obtained in this way. Dr. Beale has promised to give every

facility for viewing the work to any spirit who visits the

Homein answer to this request.

There is a real Mysticism which deals with deep

states of the spirit , only to be expressed in symbol and

parable , and there is also a specigus variety which

appears to rely for its effects on clothing some simple

truth or fact in involved diction and high -sounding

words . Its followers seem to be subconsciously aware

of the weakness of their pseudo-mysticism , for they are

greatly given to an assertive style of speech—and are

usually in patient of contradiction. In all matters

which are brought into the radius of the reasoning mind

we should insist on clearness, simplicity and strict

obedience to the laws of thought. There is no profit

in taking some simple truth or fact, dressing it ur
in

weird language and proclaiming it as an “ occult

mystical " truth . In our reading lately we came

occult deliverance on the subject of the

dangers of an over -developedan over -developed “ ego - feeling in its

effect on morality. The ** ego-feeling," when too

feebly developed , on the other hand, caused the soul,

surrounded by the storms of elemental sympathies

and antipathies ,” to be " lacking in inner firmness and

stability .” And so the writer went on , showing that

cure .

or

across an
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L.S.A. SOCIAL MEETING.

ADDRESS BY Miss LIND-AF-HAGEBY .

>

Before Miss Lind's address we were treated to one of

Mendelssohn's Trios (Miss Walenn, violin ; Miss Violet

Withall, 'cello ; and Mr. Wiseman, piano), and later in the

evening the magic of Miss Walenn's violin swayedour
emotions at will with Dvorak's Humoresque, Ethel

Barnes ' " Swing Song ," and Leclair's “ Tambourin . Mr.

Wiseman also, at Mr. Withall's invitation , gave an illustra

tion of his powers of improvisation ; the subject, suggested
by Miss Lind , was Moonlight on the sea, with a gentle

breeze, " an :] the soft ripple of melody which followed called

up a perfect mental picture of the scene.

Great interest was manifested , in the early part of the
evening, in the spirit photographs exhibited by our con

tributor, J. I. H., which were obtained by him through the

mediumship of Mr. Hope, of Crewe (see Light of the 8th

inst . , page 46 ). The Chairman alluded to these photo

graphs as the most satisfactory he had yet seen .
At the close a comprehensive vote of thanks, which

included Miss Lind, the musicians and the Chairman himself,

was moved by Dr. W. J. Vanstone and carried with

acclamation .

G. R.

THE ETHERIC BODY AND OCCULT SCIENCE.

66

66

Those members and friends of the L.S.A. who were not

present at the Social Meeting on Thursday evening , the 13th

inst . , know not what they lost. It is true that, owing to

her regrettable illness, we were denied the privilege and

pleasure of welcoming the American poetess, Mrs. Ella

Wheeler Wilcox - to the noble message of whose verse , with

its denunciation of social wrongs and its sane outlook on

life and duty , Mr. Withall in his opering remarks as Chair

man paid a cordial tribute - but if any kept away on that

account they made a grave mistake. They missed a inost

pleasant social atmosphere, the witchery of beautiful music ,

and , lastly , the bright presence and good common-sense talk

of Miss Lind-af -Hagehy, which went far to atone for the

absence of the hoped -for visitor .

Miss Lind commenced her address by a sympathetic

reference to the talented lady whom they had expected to

see and hear that evening . She herselfwas more sorry than

anybody, since, in the absence of Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox,

it was left to her (Miss Lind) to attempt to take her place .

On that same day, in going over Mrs. Wilcox's works, she
had come

across two poems which could be applied to

Spiritualistic teaching . The first of these was entitled

“ True Charity ” and ran as follows :

“ I gave a beggar from my little store

Of well-earned gold . He spent the shining ore

And came again , and yet again , still cold

And hungry , as before .

Igave a thought, and through that thought of inine

He found himself, the man , supreme, divine !

Fed, clothed, and crowned with blessings manifold .

And now he begs no more."

“ I interpreted that poem ” (said Miss Lind) “ from the

point of view of Spiritualists --Humanity is hungering for

the thought of life and power . In Spiritualism they gain

a vitalthoughtwhich changes all life for them andwhich
alune can satisfy their need ."

Mis : Lind then quoted the poem Progress, ” which

begins .

“ Let there be many windows to your soul

That all the glory of the uriverse

May beautify it,

and after affirming that as a consequence the heart would
“ turn to truth and goodness as the plant turns to the sun ,'

adds : -

A thousand unseen hands

Reachdown to help you to their peace -crowned heights ,

And all the forces of the firmament

Shall fortify your strength. Be not afraid

To thrust aside half-truths and grasp the whole."

She thonght that that poem was very clearly Spirit

ualistic . It get out definitely some ideas on the question of

human advancoment.

Turning to the subject of mediumship , she said that its

processes in their lower stages at least were not particularly

spiritual. It was a question of using a special faculty to

penetrate beyond the ordinary stages of human life In

à certain sense everybody and everything was a medium .

Everything served for something else to pass through or

grow upon. Everyone and everything had to use a medium

in the course of their growth and development.
To take an instance from human life , every man , as he

advanced in knowledge and mental or spiritual attainment,

was absolutely forced to give out to others. He had some

thing to express and he was compelled to express it . And
if he had the creative faculty he had to create forins in some

medium or another . So long as he confined himself to the

things known and understood amongst his fellows no one

questioned his action as a “ medium " for the expression

of ideas . But when he was, as in the case of the psychical

medium , a mediator for the thoughts of an unseen humanity ,

he provoked denial and opposition. Most people, perhaps,

would defin. Spiritualism as being concerned with the power

of communion with those who had passed out of the body

the exercise of the so-called psychical powers of trance ,

clairvoyance psychometry and other faculties of the scul.

To her Spiritualism was simply the opposite to Materia'ism .

Spiritualisr pre -supposed that man is a spirit living in a

spiritual universe . That was the foundation truth of Spirit

ualism . The other considerations were quite subsidiary .

The whole address, with its teachings as to the true

meaning of mediumship as a means of progress both for

the medium and his fellows , and its benefits when wisely

pursued for altruistic andnot for personal ends , coupled with

à remarkable account of her own experiences of spirit com

munication and spirit guidance , was deeply interesting and

impressive . Miss Lind gave examples of monitions from

the Unseen which were followed out in the teeth of menasing

circumstances and in conditions in which she seemed to be

steering straight to disaster, but the counsels were true and

events fell cut exactly as they were foretold . Perhaps in

one of her later books Miss Lind may tell the story of a life

which hasbeen led through devious ways to appointed ends.

a life guide by the illuminations of those elder brothers of

the race who lead the race steadily onward and upward

The anonymous writer of “ Notes by the Way, ” who

denies the well-known fact of the disintegration of the etheric

double shortly after death , is evidently not a psychic himself .

If he were he would know the comprehensive difference

between etheric and astral sight .

In the case of etheric vision, the people sitting in front

of you turn somehow into pigmies and their voices almost

die away , so muffled and distant do they become no matter

how near they may be in the flesh. Nor does this etheric

mode of sight spring up altogether without warning and

vanish as suddenly , which is invariably the case with noi mal

astral vision . On the contrary , you can go on loozing

etherically at a wholecrowd of people and listen intently in

this dim anci distant fashion to a lecturer close by for what

seems an interminable time .

Occult scientists teach that only a slight heightening

of the rate of vibration of the physical body is necessary to

induce etheric sight because both these bodies belong to and

are composed of the matter of this earth -plane and they

therefore cannot possibly survive so-called death and pass on

to the astral sphere.

Each of the seven planes concerned with our evolution is

made of its own special substance with a body or vehicle

of corresponding material from the coarsest physical to the
inost rarefied ether . Mr. Robert King explained to an

audience or Spiritualists in my hearing that not until we

reach the fifth plane --the Christ Realm — and the causal

body , the vehicle of the immortal re -incarnatiny Ego, can

we truthfully speak of a spiritual body. The physical,

etheric, asiral or psychic and mental bodies are exactly
what their names imply . Of the two highest planes so

transcendentally beyond our reach , no man canas yet speak .

Occultism Jso teaches that there are four different modes

of manifestation in the ether itself just as there are the

four well -krown elements of earth , air , fire and water in

connection with matter . As my books have been warehoused

for several years I cannot substantiate my statements with

appropriate quotations.

I should like to endorse wholeheartedly Mr. Fielding

Ould's seven axioms on scepticism . We must each of us

fit ourselves to receive Truth and , as soon as we are ripe for

it , it will flow in upon us from every side . Nobody can

plough or till our mental soil for us any more than he can
feed our bodies

Cosmic evolution demonstrates ihat the agnostic must

infallibly become sooner or later the gnostic , and that

“ Birthless and deathless and changeless remaineth the spirit

for ever . ”

S. F. SMITH .

Equator,

We are the writer of “ Notes by the Way," and as such

feel our position acutely . Like the man referred to by

Sydney Smith who would " speak disrespectfully of the

we have spoken irreverently ofthe ether . But

it was not the ether known to Science and lately described

by Sir Oliver Lodge in these pages . but another kind of
ether known only to clairvoyants. Without denying the exis

tence of this latter substance , it may well be asked why the
term ether is applied to it , if it is not identical with

the ether known to Science and described by Sir Oliver

Lodge as something which , unlike matter, never grew old ,
decayed or wore out.--Ev . Light .!
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" SOME EMOTIONS AND A MORAL." * to the psychologist, and affords many glimpses of truth from

the viewpoint of childlike feeling. The author is at his best
in the essays, where results of his method are most con

structively suggestive .

W. B. P.

INDIAN MAGIC : THE MANGO TRICK AND OTHERS.
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One is familiar enough with books in which intellect noi

improperly plays the leading part , and with others where

its procedure is frequently ridiculous . One is intimate too ,

with a noble class of books in which, from relative weakness.

the part of intellect is sometimes pathetic. Rarely. comes

a volume that explicitly renounces, deliberately disdains ,

even contemns the intellectual constituents of mind ; but

such is this one by Mr. Ashworth , miscalled “ A New

Gospel ” –unless , indeed , it is regarded as an object -lesson

of warning, aga'nst extreme and disorderly reaction from

intellectualism , much as in another field Bolshevism is such

à reaction from evil autocracy . This is perhaps the chief

feature of originality in the work, and of its real use.

Certainly it has for the first time in the present writer's

life forced upon him the part of protagonist of intellect.

Only when misdirected or extreme is this power, like any

other in thehierarchy of intelligence , unworthy of reverence ;

essentially it is divine as love in essence is .

“ Intellect is rather a dead sort of spirit intelligence , ” :

mistakenly says the author in his Second Book , “ Man and

his Spirit, ” with which “ it has nothing to do. Had the

intellect done its appointed work upon the data of the First

Book , " Affiaity " ( a curious conglomerate of “ materi::lisa

tions, sublimated sexualism and ordinary human ex

perience) this “ New Gospel would have been at least less

of a misnomer, a beacon more to guide than to waru .

Throughout the volume it is personal feeling that at all

times is insisted upon as criterion and authority : Feelings

are everything Thus of a time when he was lost in a inaze

of psychological problems that cannot be mentioned in a

short notice like this , although they involved the nature

and value of the entire " Gospel,” the author writes: “ I

had no comprehension of the whole business, I was led along
by my feelings and knew not whither, but I felt tha : all

vould be right. So might robber, seducer, murderer,

fanatic of every hue and shade, speak of some of their ex

experiences --in good faith too . mere personal feeling at all
tines the ultimate criterion and authority . The most

glorified individualism, however, is only a half-truth. There
is no attempt at differentiation of feeling , sensation ,

emotion ; while the mere intensity of the former is taken as

the actual measure of reality . How wildly wide of truth
this is may be seen at a glance by its recognition as precisely

what occurs in lunacy. Whether a lunatic believes he is

Solomon judging between rival maternal claimants, or a male

hypnotic subject postures tenderly as a nursing mother,

the babe a walking -stick, intellect in them is suppressed ,

and their spurious feelings are to them the sole measure of

reality.

Mr. Ash vorth’s volume comprises three Books :“ Affinity,
a Self -Revelation " ; “ Man and His Spirit , a Simple Ex

position of Principles ” ; and " The Clasp , named

because it is said to clasp " the three books together .

The volume evidences unquestionable sincerity , sim

plicity, frankness, honesty of purpose , integrity of belief in

the " authority ” that is only a personal product.

The author is quite unconscious of taking himself too

seriously , as in the Thesis of his Introducton , wherein, with

engaging egotism , he figures as an epitome of humanity ,'

a standard man for measurement of all “ deviations or

aberrations ” ; in Addendum I. , where he writes : --

“ Here, as we are impressed to say , is the most beautiful,

the niost soul-satisfying - and at the same time the most

reasonable gospel ever offered to man , as an individual,”

&c .; also in Addendum III . , when he asks himself

Armageddon raged , " Was my revelation worth all that ?

Did the soul need to bring about that terrible purifying,

that chastening of the nations, in preparation for what I
had ?

It is the reviewer's hope, possibly a vain one, that some

body will succeed in convincing Mr.Ashworth that he would

push the up -to date ideal of standardisation too far, well

meaning as indubitably he is . As for the above problems in

the interrogative form , an answer by anybody could only be

supererogatory .

There is space enough left to add that the “ whole appeal

of the First Book is based upon the particular phenomena of

Materialisation therein described " ; and that in the Second

Book “ the writer rests his claim to consideration or the

subjective fact of re - birth , ” which takes place , as alleged,

at middle age. In the Preface it is stated that this “ New

Religion " has for basis “ the ordinary love of the sexes ”) ;

and near the end of the Third Book, where the reader's

expectation of something real in the way of new gospel

follows a will-o ' -the-wisp through the remainder of 515 pages

to the legendary end , we are given , as " the essential part

of these teachings,” the Message, to wit : “ The method of

procreation adopted by all creation is wrony ; and

further, the only wrong of which man can , at the present
stage , have any positive knowledge.

The work is more, however, than a psychological
curiosity . As a human document it is of sustained interest

Mr. J. J. Meyrick , of Budleigh Salterton , Devon ,

writes :

During a residence in India of nearly twelve years , I

never saw the rope trick ,but witnessed several remarkable

conjuring feats for which no theory of sleight of hand is

capable of accounting. Of these the following three seem

to be quite worth describing :

A conjurer who came on board a P. & 0. ship off Madras ,

brought a bag of fine mould and asked for some fresh water

with which he moistened it . He then planted a mango

seed , which several passengers previously examined, in the

mould, and covered it with a basket the shape and size of
a dish cover.

Over this he placed an old stained cotton cloth , worn

through in several places , and then began to show another
trick .

Thinking that his object was to divert the passengers'
attention and enable his assistant to go to the neap of

earth , I drew my chair close to the basket and never looked

away from it during the rest of the performance.

In a few minutes the conjurer returned, tilted off the

basket with a short rod, and showed the earth apparently

untouched. He scratched out the mango seed , on one end
of which was a bud and on the other a small bunch of root

fibres . He buried this again and covered it as before, after
where he did not touch it or the mould .

Returning after showing the other passengers anuther

trick , he tilted off the basket again , and I saw that there

were two seed leaves a little above the soil . After another

trick he again raised the basket and the plant was about

three inches high , with some twigs and leaves on the stem .

After a last trick , the plant , when uncovered, was seven

or eight inches high. with more, and larger , twigs and

leaves. The man then pulled it up and gave it to the

passengers to pick in pieces.

I once jead of a
Frenchman hribing, a conjure: to

reveal the “ ecret of this trick and being told thatit consists

in using the earth from anthills , the formic acid in which

causes very rapid growth of seeds. I never heard of anyone

trying it , and rather doubt if the effect could be so 'rapid ,
for one friend who had seen the trick informed me that

the plant grew so large as to producefruit .

While I was detained for a day in Delhi, a conjurer came

to my room at the hotel and asked permission to exhibit.

Among other feats he produced a pair of handcuffs, and told

me to lock them on his wrists, then asked me to tii his

thumbs together with string. I did so , drawing it as tihtly
as possible without causing actual torture. I next, at his
request, put a leg of my bedstead inside the chain of the

handcuffs. Then his wife held a silk handkerchief over the

hands for what seemed no more than two seconds. On

taking this away the hands were still locked and tied , but

outside the reg of the bedstead, on which I had been sitting

all the time At my request he repeated the trick . but I

could form no idea how it was done. When I uniied the

thumbs I saw that the string had caused deep indentations

in the skin behind the knuckles.

Each time that the wife held the handkerchief I noticed

that her hands trembled considerably. Is it not possible

that the wile was a medium and that the feat was an instance

of matter passing through matter ?

While sitting on one end of a sheet about the lengih of

those used on beds. a conjurer asked some Englishnen ,

including myself, to place a rupee at the other end. On its

being put down the conjurer told it to come to him . The

rupee immediately began to shuffle along the sheet

several occasions rising on its rim and wheeling an inch or
two, then falling flat and continuing to shuffle until
it reached the man .

Some sceptics have asserted that the feat was accom

plished by twitching the sheet, but that could not have roade

the rupee rise and roll along on its rim , and could not have
been done without being seen . The man had no opportunity

of going to the rupee , and no native went near it .

)
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WEhave just received a copy of the fifth edition of the
Rev. Charles L. Tweedale's pamphlet. “ Primitive Christ

ianity and Modern Psychic Phenomena .” This is

trenchant and ' telling production, peculiarly adapted for

propaganda amongst the orthodox, and is an effective reply
to Lord Halifax and Father Bernard Vaughan , and

incidentally to all other objectors. We are also glad to hear

that the second edition of Mr. Tweedale's book , Man's

Survival after Death " (enlarged to 570 pages , double its

former proportions) is now in the press, and will shortly

appear .

The man who has money might rest if he would,

And the man who has nothing might rest if he could ;

But never till manhood has gone out of style

Will the man who's a man want to rest all the while.

AN OLD RHYME.

* " A New Gospel
By LIVINGSTOVE CAREY ASIIWORTH

H. Stockwell, 78. Bd . net .)

(Arthur
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SCHRENCK-NOTZING'S “ MATERIALISA

TION PHENOMENA ."

We know of no evidence in which holes cannot be

picked by ihose intent on damaging it . A little mental

ingenuity is all that is necessary. He would be a poor

counsel for the prosecution (or the defence) who could

not find something of a suspicious or damaging
character in the evidence presented by the other side .

Again , we observe amongst the critics of psychic

evidences a curious illusion that all that is necessary is

to destroy or undermine some particular piece of

evidence or discredit some particular witness as though

the whole case rested upon it or him . To the stupid

and ignorant cpponent Spiritualism and Sir Oliver

Lodge are identical; they stand or fall together . Mr.

T. W. Rolleston is neither stupid nor ignorant. We

cannot think that he really believes that the evidence

for materialisation
and the testimony of Schrenck

Notzing—who it is to be remembered is really an un.

willing witness coerced by facts which threatened his

whole philosophy of life -- are so closely identified .

“ THE PSYCHIC RESEARCHER IN THE GREEK

TESTAMENT.”

THE KINGDOM ALL AROUND .

In Light of 7th December last (p . 387) we printed

some observations by “ A Member of the Scots Bar

on an article , in the Hibbert Journal ” for October,

1918 , entitled “ Ghosts as Physical Facts , " by Mr.

W. G. Braithwaite. In the current issue of the

Hibbert Journal appears a criticism of Mr.

Braithwaite's article , from the pen of Mr. T. W.

Rolleston , whose name is known to many of us as the

translator of “ Epictetus . Mr. Rolleston finds several

flaws in the evidence . In his view , “ that cheating

did go on in some at least of Dr. von Schreack's

experiments is beyond all reasonable doubt,” and he

refers to the well-known instance in which the camera

reproduced a piece of the French illustrated paper , “ Le

Miroir, " the title being shown together with portraits

of Poincaré and Woodrow Wilson which had been

copied or adapted to serve as materialised representa

tions in the dark cabinet." He cites Miss Verrall's

criticism of Schrenck -Notzing's book in the Pro

ceedings of the S.P.R., July, 1914 (Vol . XXVII . ) to show

that Eva C., the medium , was Marthe Béraud, who

was a well-known and (on the evidence of a lawyer,

M. Marsault) a confessed impostor." He finds a

possible significance in the fact that Mme. Bisson is a

sculptor, and although “ Mme. Bisson may, to those
who know her , be entirely above suspicion , ” the book

* challenges the opinion of scientific students in general

and they are bound to take into consideration every

possible hypothesis for the production of the phenomena

by natural means before they can accept the existence

of so l'emarkable a substance as Dr. von Schrenck's

teleplasma.” Nevertheless, Mr. Rolleston frankly
admits that a few manifestations are recorded to inave

taken place at sittings at which Mme . Bisson was not

present ."

Mr. Rolleston concludes his critical notice , of which

we have only given a few excerpts , with the following

observations:

There remain undoubtedly a number of manifestations
of “ Eva's powers for which it is impossible at present

to suggest any natural explanation . Still , looking at the
evidence as a whole, we must vote the case to be, at best ,
one for further inquiry. I do not offer these criticisms as a

disbeliever in the occult, still less with any desire to dis

courage research . But we must not go further than the
facts will carry us , and Mr. Braithwaite in his interesting

article goes very far. The performances of Marthe Bé, aud
do not really afford a solid basis for a new theory of the

Resurrection.

We have only a few comments to make.

In his allusion to the " production of the phenomena

by natural means ” Mr. Rolleston presumably denotes

their production by normal means. We who hold that

the phenomena of materialisation have been proved many

times in the presence of competent authorities, other

the German physicist, hold that, although

rare, they are not less natural than the phenomenaof
everyday life . The point is more important than at

first sight it may seem .

The only really competent authority on materialisa

tions or other psychic phenomena, is the capable in

vestigator who has examined them at first hand , and

who knows what he is talking about, which we fear

many of the critics who investigate from a distance
do not . We know what it is to listen wearily to the

vapid discussions of the uninformed as to the possi

bility of things which we and some of our friends are

as fully certified of , by the evidence of our several

senses , as any one of the disputants could be of any

fact in his orher daily life .

We have received the following from . Dr. Ellis Powell :

In Light for February 8th , F. E. R. asks my opinion on

whether the end of the 17th verse of St. Matthew iv . ( “ . The

kingdom of Heaven is at hand " ) “ refers to space and not

time; as , if so , it would render what seems like an unful.

filled prophecy into a great truth.” I think there may

well be a double meaning , and that the reference may be

both to space and time . That the Greek verb has a spatial
significance could easily be demonstrated by quoting some
of the passages where it occurs , with their English reuder
ings in italics :

Matt . xxi . l : “ When they drew nigh to Jerusalem " ;

xxvi . 46 : “ He is at hand that doth betray me.

Luke vii . 12 : “ When he came nigh to the gate of the
city ” ; sv. 1 : Then drew near unto him all," etc.; xxii .

47 : “ Drew near unto Jesus to kiss him ."

Acts ix . 3 : “ As he journeyed he came near Damascus."

These passages give an emphatic pregnancyto the quoted
verse , making it into an affirmation of the immanence of

the spirit world. They gain in this significance from the
opening word of the verse --not “ Repent ye, as in our

version ; but “ changeyour mind, for the kiugdom of Heaven
is all around you . In fact it would not be going too far

to render the passage, “ Get yourself a new mind ; for the

kingdom of Heaven is all around you " ; and in that case
the implication would be “ Get the new mind in order that

you may be open to impressions from the new world .'

F. E. R.'s question opens up a brilliant train of thought,
and I for one am very glad to have had my attention

directed thereto .

.

Mr. F. Bligh Bond (Bristol) writes :

Is it necessary to suppose that either space or time is

referred to Is there not a third interpretation, namely,

that neither space nor time but condition is implied ?. We

have it clearly in the Logia . or sayings ofJesus, that “ The
Kingdom of God is within us . Surely this would be well

interpreted as a state neither temporal nor mutable but to

be conceive :l of in terms of Being rather than Becoming :

the opening of a door in the soul,and the entering therein

to a mansion prepared, of which the Ark is a type (Matt .

xxiv . 33 , 39). The Kingdom is nigh, even at our doors .

We enter while we live . The act of entry is repentance .
metónoia -- (literally : turning of the thoughts ” ).

Note the sense of Matt. xxiii . 13 : " Woe unto you , Scribes

and Pharisees, hypocrites ; for ye shut up the Kingdom of
Heaven against men : for ye neither go in yourselves .

neither suffer ye them that are entering to go in .”

a

" THE LIGHT OF OTHER DAYS.”

(FROM “ LIGHT " OF FEBRUARY 23RD, 1889.)

" Will o' Tue Wisp.”---Hoveasily Holsworthy, avillagenatural

fitted with supernatural seemings :

in the Midlands, is all excitement over a ghostly light which

every night intermittently flashes over à railway cutting,

From dusk to midnight the little village station is thronged

with people anxious to obtain a glimpse of this ignis fatuus,

Old stories of superstition long dormant in the district

are being revived, and the fact that three people have been

killed near the spot in the last year or so encourages the

belief in the supernatural character of the lumirous

apparition .”

Mr. Morell Theobald is , we understand , about to take a

rapid journey round the world , partly on business and partly

for the benefit of his health. -itrom Light as above . )

)
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TAE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE

WAR.

II.-- "- A SOUL OF GOODNESS IN THINGS Evil ."

By E. WAKE Cook ,

.

way round .

face such nerve-racking, diabolical,and devastating agercies
as men have heroicallyfaced in this war .

Not less significant from the religious standpoint is the

providential way in which not only have the plans of the

plotters of evil been frustrated, but the exact reverse of their

aims has been brought about. The ultimate aim , after the

preliminary crushing of France and Russia , was the destruc

tion of the hated Britain and its world-wide Commonwealth

of Free Na: ions. We were to be crushed under heel , and

our Empire disintegrated and destroyed . As a result we

have been placed on a pinnacle of greatness beyond our

wildest dreams; united as never before, and enabled to

advance the World -Purpose in ways we could not have hoped

for . What could equal in purposeful splendour the freeing

of the Holy Land from the age-long deathly blight of

Turkish rule ?

The League of Nations will be a tremendous stride in

the realisation of the World -Plan, only on condition that

the Plan is discerned, and Nature's own methods are under

stood and improved on . Reformers are always in a hurry ,

are enamoured of " short cuts " which prove the longest

“ Allah plants His garden slowly , butHe

plants it very well," and we must do the same; the attempt

to impose Millennial ideals before preparing the ground is

like trying to build before laying the foundations, like trying

to fix the weathercock before building the steeple !

As the mountains are high , so are the seas deep ; in the

ratio in which this war has raised men to sublime heights

of heroism and self-sacrifice, it has abased others to

imagined depths of wickedness . The frightfulness of the

Huns has been outdone by the Russiar: Bolshevists, who are

exceeding the Red Terror of the French Revolution. These

are the black shadows thrown by excess of light. It is

instructive to note how all evil and tyranny in the past
ultimately provokes reaction in concentrated form . The

moral is obvious.

The subject is too vast , hints and clues are all I can

attempt. But through all the tremerdous turmoil of events

the soul of goodnessin things evil is evident to the seeing

eye . The world's Gethsemane is the prelude to an Easter

morn . The world has been in travail with a new birth . It

would seem that the pangs of progress are intensified by

quickened motion ; and peace, quietness , ease are but the

preludes of stagnation and death . From the latter blight ,

which was creeping over us, we have been saved to carry

on our world mission , by the very powers of evil which aunea
at our destruction . So we may rest assured that there is

plan and purpose underlying all tumultuous happenings ;

that there is a goodness, a justice greater than our own,

enshrined in the very heart of things which will work out

its own great purpose in its own great way ; and the essence

of all wisdom , carrying all the beatitudes , is to discern this

purpose and make it our own .

un
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There is profound significance in the war when rightly

riewed; but I must confess that from the ordinary anthropo

morphic view of God and His action in this world I fee!

little but bewilderment. Looked at in a large general way,

as we regard the operations of Nature when trying to deter

mine the character of the moving Spirit of the Universe,

we discern , underlying all the outward horrors, a beneficent

purpose which at once removes the atheistical doubts

raised in so many minds by the Devil's orgy of the war.

Viewing Nature as one section, or aspect, of the Divine Will,

we discern a plan , purpose, or idea, which is self -evolving,

and which over-rules all actions and events, good , bad, and

indifferent, to its own great purpose. This justifies the

old religious belief in an over -ruling Providence, but in
another way . Our “ free will seems limited to the choice

as to whether we will discern this purpose and co-operate

with it voluntarily ; or whether we shall remain blind and be

coerced to do our bit by the scorpion whips of Nature's

harsher evolutionary methods . The purpose is beneficent,

and the suffering, however severe, is strictly educaticnal .

Nature is cruel only to be kind ;and our dire birchings are

justified when we see life steadily, and see it whole ."

Advanced Spiritualists, viewing, our personal existence

in the light of the newer revelations, regard this rudi

mental life as a mere moment in a sempiternal existence ,

and all its sufferings as a mere passing pang in an endless

career of ever-increasing blessedness, which is enhancer! by

the point of contrast. Then, again, we mourn most for the
brave fellows who have “ lost " their lives in the war . This

loss is grievous enough for those left behind ; but for the

young heroes themselves it is merely premature promotion,

far grander and more beneficent than to be promoted to
Foch -like eminence in this world . The case ofthe maimed

is different ; their promotion is delayed , but it will inevitably
come, and the joy of casting off the maimed body and

revelling in a perfect body, more splendid than the old one

at its best, wili be some compensation for the pain and dis
comfort suffered on earth . We may mourn with those left

behind, but they will have the joy of reunion ; and in every
case, in retrospect, this life will seem but a point of dark

without which we could not realise the value of light, the

point of contrast without which we could have no sense of
values.

The significance of the war for Great and Greater

Britain is most marked of all . There can be no doa bt that

we have been entrusted by Providence with a mission of vast

importance to mankind, in carrying out the Great World

Plan. This we have done , inainly , by the blind expansive

force of the race. in but a semi-conscious way, " in a fit of

absence of mind We were wearying in well-doing, our

grasp of events was slipping from our nerveless hands; we

vere sinking in a lethargy ,we wereon the down -grade of

decadence . Under the great World -Plan our first task was

Organisation, Universal Organisation ; in this we were lax

and allowed Germany to pass us in giant strides . Organisa

tion gives power, it exerts pressure, and is bound to be

aggressive unless checked by counter organisation. In

commerce Germany laid systematic siege to all our indus

tries, nothing was too great or too small be sapped and

mined, and finally captured . Plans for our overthrow were

ruthlessly pursued with relentless thoroughness, and our

destruction by force of arms was only a question of time.

This was manifest to all those who had a single gleam
of insight ; vet in face of it we drifted blindly . Witin the

exception of our incomparable Navy , our organisation wa:
comparatively slipshod " and easy -going; we wasted our

energies in party strife , under old world battle cries, and

We stoned with ridicule the prophets that were sent unto

Had we listened to that great and good man and dis

tinguished soldier, Lord Roberts, and pulled ourselves

together in time, this war would have been averted . It

was the firm belief that we were a doomed and decadent race

which tempted the Kaiser-Huns to their great adventure.

The first shot was as the touch of an enchanter'swand

causing a seemingly impossible transformation . All the

latent virtues of our race sprang into marvellous activity.

Blundering intoour stride we quickly forged ahead, and
finally, out-fought , out-generalled, and out-organised tho
scientific savages. Woman's status was raised to uncon

jectured heights; our liberty-loving people cheerfully
put up with unheard -of privations and restrictions , and all

were tager to do their bit. Every good cause has been

advanced by decades during the few agonising years of

Perhaps the most momentous and significant fact of all

is the bringing together of the two great branches of the

English-speaking race ; the peace-loving Americans fighting
shoulder to shoulder with our own men . The most notable

fact in the war was that these men of ours , many of them

men of wealth, education, and gently nurtured, should have

shown a higher order of moral and physical courage than

any soldiers have ever before been called on to show. Never

before in the history of the world have men been called to

THE PROBLEM OF REINCARNATION.

66

The Rev. G. Vale Owen writes :

Mr. W. H. Evans surmises that reincarnation is not

as much a problem as a guess." I would not go quite so

far as that myself. The subject has been dowered with

sufficient_thought on the part of those who believe in it as to

qualify. I think, as a" hypothesis.” Yet,although there
are those who do not hesitate to speak of it as of proved

fact, the more I turn over the pros and cons in my mind

the more do I incline towards the conviction that it will

not eventually attain to that dignity. The subject is

referred to in a Speaking Across the Border Line.” I

know that the recipient of those messages is eminently pains

taking and careful in satisfying herself word by word that

sho is recording accurately. The communicator also shows

himself as a penetrating and level-headed investigator in
those wider realms. He says that reincarnation is a compli

cated subject, that at least he thinks it is “ incorrect to

state that all must come back to a material life on earth ,'

and he concludes, “ I will not say has ever

incarnated , but I have never yet met anyone who has."

One thing which, to my inind, tells against the theory

is the fact that those who pass over as babes enter the spirit

life as babes and pursue the natural course of growing-up

there . Were these adult spirits who had passed through an

earthly birth and after a few weeks had re-entered the

spirit-sphercs , one would expect that they would either

arrive back there as adults (as they left those spheres) or

would , at least, very quickly shed their brief childhood . But

we have sufficient evidence to prove that this is not the

case , They all grow up as naturally as children in this

earth-life do .

no one
re

us .

the war .
REINCARNATION.- If God is injust in Time, what

guarantee have we that He will not be so for all Eternity ?

The necessity to right a wrong (eventually ) savours of imper
fection ; yet we are distinctly told that our Father in

Heaven is perfect. We must all admit apparent injustices ,
from our point of view ; it is not in the nature of the finite

to penetrate the “ dark disguises ” of heavenly benedictions.

Personally, I consider that to charge God with injustice at
any stage of our pilgrimage is a form of blasphemy. - E . P.

PRENTICE .
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FROM THE LIGHTHOUSE WINDOW. THE ETHERIC BODY : A QUESTION AND A REPLY.

The “ Scarborough Daily Post ” is publishing Rupert

Lives,” by the Rev. Waiter Wynn, in serial form . This

is a good work , for it will assist the circulation of a record

of experiences that cannot fail to carry a message of consola

tion to the bereaved

Accompanying two books just published by Dr. Rudolf

Steiner, of which we shall have more to say later, is a state

ment by the publishers (G. P. Putnam's Sons, Ltd.) to the

effect that although Professor Steiner wrote in Germar he

is a Slav by race and has no connection with recent German

policies, " in fact , he has been so much out of sympathy
with modern Germany that he has been obliged to live in
Switzerland. "

)

* *

--

" I have often found it difficult to reconcile some of the

extracts in LIGHT," writes J. T. M. S. But considering the

extraordinary variety of minds for which Ligat has to cater.

it is not really to be wondered at. Apart from which , in
any controversy we can only arrive at the truth of a matter

bytaking note of many views that appear to conflict sharply
with our own . An artificial uniformity soon becomes stale

and insipid Even life itself cannot proceed without a

certain amount of friction .

C. B. , a Scottish correspondent, has posed a question

that has been exercising the ininds of several persons who

have read Sir Oliver Lodge's recent addresses and writings

on this subject . Sir Oliver Lodge (writes C. B. ) teaches

that every onject , animate and inanimate, has a material and

an etherial counterpart and that their fundamental joint

quality is co -existence and interaction : “ Ether is the

medium of cohesion,” and matter cannot exist without it.

Now when the physical body dies does it not follow that

its etherial counterpart remains indissolubly connected with
it ? Even when it disintegrates, the atoms of its particles

are still hell together by this ether, so how can the eth erial

body form a distinct entity after physical death ?

We subnitted the matter to Sir Oliver Lodge, who has

kindly responded , and in the course of his letter writes :

“ For inanimate bodies I should say that your inquirer's

conclusion is correct . But whenyou come to animate badies

the problem has to be faced, What has been the effect of

animation ? We know that on Matter the interaccion of

Spirit has endowed it with a number of faculties and pnten

tialities of which otherwise it was quite incapable. My

hypothesis is that the etherial part of the body has been

animated just as much as the material part ; and that it

has thereby acquired an element of personality which is

persistent , since the properties of Ether are much more

perfect and durable than those of Matter ; and so it has

become possible for the etherial counterpart to continue a

coherent existence even when the material portion has

dropped away
" The facts which trend in this direction are those which

indicate some sort oftemporary separation of soul and body,

isin some trance phenomena - travelling clairvoyanceand
the like .

“ It is , however , a large and difficult subject , which

requires much more working out."

* : *

)

The 66 Hospital relates a story of a Fijian lunatic,

formerly a native preacher, who had the delusion that he
had just returned from a visit to heaven . He said it was

" Glorious . There were sing-songs every evening and we

actually had mutton for dinner every day. ”. Very funny,

of course , but it was at least a heavenhe could understand,

and doubtless even for the best of us Heaven will be suine

thing not outside our capacity for happiness.
There are

people not described as lunatics who pin their faith to a

heaven which is not only unintelligible, but also one which

they could, as rational beings , find no possibility of enjoying .
THE LATER ÆSOP.

# *

THE ASTRONOMER AND THE CLAIRVOYANTS,

Dr. Steiner, as is well known , is a strong supporter of

the idea of reincarnation . But he adnits, we are told , that

" there is no logical argument for or against reincarnati: n .'

That has become sufficiently apparent , and is one reason why

we are disinclined to devote much space to its discussion ;

it is so obvious that it can neither by proved nor disproved

by argument. All we can do is to examine the so-called proofs

and expose their worthlessness. And that we have done too

often already . Dr. Steiner claims that hy a process of medita

tive exercises a student can bring the proof of reincarnation
to himself." We are not particularly impressed by the

statement; not all meditative folk are free from illusions.

if we

a

* * *

Some clairvoyants having, as they said , detected a new

star by the aid of their inner vision, reported the fact to
the astronomers, who received the news with derision .

“ Then you will believe in nothing that you cannot see ?”

said the clairvoyants angrily .

“ And not always then ," retorted an astronomer scorn

fully . “ Thus, we can all see the 'man in the moon

wish to, but we don't believe in him ! ”

The dispute waxed hot and taunts were freely exchanged

by the contending, parties . But one old astronomer stood

aloof and only smiled at the argument . To him there came

a puzzled bystander who asked what position he took up in
the matter.

“ I am quite neutral," answered the astronomer, for I

can neither affirm nor deny . Until the star reveals itself

to the telescope or the photographic plate it is none of the

astronomer's business.”

“ Then why are they arguing about it ? " asked the
bystander.

Why, indeed ?" said the old astronomer quietly .

D. G.

رو

We must not allow to pass without a brief allusion the

centenary of the birth of John Ruskin who, as our files show ,

was no stranger to the subjectof PsychicalResearch, and on

at least one occasion heard the Direct Voice through the

mediumship of the late Mrs. Everitt . He was a great seer

with a true message for his age . That the fires within him

burned out in the end , as a contemporary remarks, is not

wonderful . It is nearly always so ---- the physical brain is

rarely equally responsive tothe end. " He had begun his
life with a vision , he ended it with views, ” says one writer.

But the verdict is not so harsh as it sounds, considering how

few men rise to the intellectual height of having ven
of their own .

>

THE CHURCH AND PRAYERS FOR THE DEPARTED.
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66 TheAND

We have received “ The Wonders of the Saints in the Light

of Spiritualism ," a new book by the Rev. F. Fielding-vuld.

It contains an introduction by Lady Glenconner. A further

notice of thebook will appear later. It is published by Mr.

J. M. Watkins , and can be obtained at this office at the

price of 4/6 ; póst free 4/9.
RESURRECTION EvoLUTION. resurrection

process, like all God's processes, is a continuous evolution,

a harmonious development by gradual methods, of a higher
organism out of a lower. When the Sadducees questioned

our Lord concerning His views of the resurrection of the

dead, He replied , not by asserting the fact of a future
resuscitation of now dead bodies, and a future re -union of

now severed souls and bodies, but by, appealing, in confirma ,
tion of His statement that the dead are being raised

(this is the literal rendering , the tense is not a future one),
to God's declaration, I am the God of Abraham ,' &c . Now
we must either admit that our Lord is not maintaining the

doctrine of a bodily resurrection at all, but refers only to the

survival of the spirits of Abraham , Isaac and Jacob, or we

must recognise that His words implied that He believed

them to be already raised, for He emphatically asserts that
" God is not the God of the dead but of the living .'

Abraham , Isaac and Jacob were not dead bụt were raised

already , otherwise what did Hemean by saying that God's
assurance that He was their God was a proof that the dead

were ' being raised ' ? " _ " The Victory that Overcometh ,'
by H. A. DALLAS.

If we find that the spread of our faith is causing any

stirrings of conscience , any deep self -questionings, in

theological circles , we can well afford to pass over a few

slighting allusions without resentment. We congratulate

our brethren of the Established Church on the fact, which

we learn from a brief report in the " Daily Chronicle " of

the 14th inst . , that on the previous day the Lower House

of Convocation decided by a very large majority in favour

of the insertion of All Souls ' Day in the Church Calendar ,

and especially on the reasons given for the step .
“ There was a deep instinct in human nature in favour

of it , Canon Baldwin said, and people were thinking a great
deal more about their dead than before . Our soldiers in

France especially had been struck tremendously by the

observance of All Souls ' Day . Morbid Spiritualism was now
making greatheadway. So strong was the instinct of human

nature that the observance of prayer for the dead could not

be stopped, but the Church should regulate it .

" The Dean of Lincoln said that the Church was losing

its less theologically educated members to Spiritualism

because the Church was not courageous enough to drop, a

few old Protestant objections and boldly do what all did

privately . "
1

6
1 )

" We are much bound to them that do succeoil ,

But in a more pathetic sense are bound

To such as fail." -JEAN INGELOW .
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"“ AT EVENTIDE IT SHALL BE LIGHT."

BY HELEN MATHERS

(Author of “ Comin ' thro ' the Rye ' ' ) .
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In 1910 the Press announced that a new book from my

pen would shortly be published , to be followed almost

immediately by “ Human Religion ,” the latter the natural

result of my getting into touch , through my experiences

with my son , with a world where the physical and mental

systems are, far more than here , dominated and controlled

by the emotional, and where is practised the God -religion

of the ages as taught by Christ on earth , the gospel of
“Love one another , help one another " ; and Eventide

is on the same theme .

This is 1919, and neither of these books has been fub

lished or even finished yet, and indeed many happenings

and interruptions have come between the charging of me

with my son's message to the world and its delivery, but

lookingback on the first beginnings of what has become an

abiding reality, so that my consciousness of the other side

of life and this one fit like hand and glove, I know that I

was not fit to write “ Eventide " then , nor indeed am I

fit to do so now .

Still, I am able to give the cumulative series of proofs ,

extending over nearly tenyears, of my son's continued and

happy existence, though there will be found in my book no

record of table -turnings and rappings, of séances and

materialisations, all such phenomena being held by me in

holyhorror, nor am I writing for critics or scientific persons

but for a public that is probably almost as ignorant as I im .

Eren so I am not sure that I would have the courage

to give these personal experiences had not the world , in
taking “ Comin ' thro ’ the Rye ” to its heart, taken me also,

and so I am able to tell it what I do, knowing that it will
not laugh at , but rejoice with me in the great joy which has

come into my life , and which I hope to bring into the lives

of other poor mothers whose hearts have been bruised as

deeply as my own . It is a very simple story that might be

told of anyboy and any mother who loved each other well

enough and unselfishly enough on earth to build a bridge

between the seen and the unseen by which to cross to each

other when one of them has passed over , but it is different

from all other stories on the same subject because it is the

first time that the direct influence a soul on the other side

can exercise on a soul on earth has even been closely traced ,

withits enormous power of re -inforcement and help (which

the Church absolutely ignores) and a proof supplied as to
how , by entering our daily life and becoming a part of it ,
our beloved bless it, and purify it and thus are able to

awaken in us spiritual forces lost or overlaid in a worldly
and material life.

But while I have been slowly trying to spell out the

message with which my son charged me in 1909, the great

war has silently brought humanity to a far greater know

ledge of its meaning than anything I could ever tell. and

the Lightthat came to me at Eventide, when I realised that

no such thing as death exists, has been merged in a great
irradiation that has flooded all the world , chasing away the

black shadow that has placed it under eclipse so long

Our soldiers have taken the incredible leap from which

man has from time immemorial shrunk , and spanned with

their blood and self -sacrifice 'the gulf that yawned between

the two worlds . Until this great war . centuries of wrong

teaching had reduced to the condition of a trembling slave

was born free, intent only on the working out of his

glorious destiny . We dressed up a bogey and gave it a
human seniblance without the life thatmakes the huinan

form beautiful, treated it as a reality, by offering it pro

pitiative funereal rites of darkness and gloom , by pictures

of burying3 and punishment, deliberately inculcated in

humans an unnatural fear of it , purely physical, and

authorised this grinning horror to conduct us to torture ,

usurping God's place, and right of mercy.

ButTommy and his Master have altered all that , they

have kicked the monstrous bogey of straw and loathsome

ness into the dust, and trampled on it , and nothing will

ever put it together again ; they have ruled out , once for

all, the hand line of demarcation between the two worlds

that we call death , and there comes a tremendous simplifica

tion of everything ; the bewildering jig-saw bits of the puzzle
of life fall into place , and God's meaning for man is at

last made clear .

Our soldiers have taught us that the dread of death is
founded on nothing more than a delusion ; it is a mere

incident that takes place in a continuous life. in which

there is no break in the personality, with its aspirations , its

loves, its hi tes ; that death is no stern accuser, no terrible

enemy, but a messenger of God formed after theimage of
Himself. As Marcus Aurelius says , " As Nature and a

part of Nature, man can conceive of dying as no otherwise

than as a work of Nature, and he that fears any work of

Nature is a very child . ”

It is comparatively modern , this craven fear of death
(our very religion , as taught , is based on fear , not love ).

It was because the ancient peoples knew so much more

about death than we do , that they mourned less and niado

a strict rule of excluding from sepulchral decorations any

image of sadness , Wreaths of flowers, Bacchanalian dances,

hunts or battles, all the exuberance of buoyant pulsing life

and its pleasures were there , images of passion and revelry
were sculptureri round the tomb ; some races, like the

Scythians, even buried a man's armour and his horses with

him that he might hunt in the other world — the same body,

you see , the same needs and delights . If we call such an

attitude pagan , surely the pagans had a better idea of

happiness thon the Greeks , when they assumed that it was

not transitory, but went on .

The whole trouble has arisen from our regarding as a

lump of clay , a nothing, what instead of being dead is more

alive than ever it was before, infinitely more alive than we

are and jus; as much in touch with us as when here . Yet

the word oftenest in our mouths is “ dead , " and it is one

that the spirit hates, and most bitterly resents. To call

our present life “ death " is nearer the mark .

Dead ! No , our beloved live . Shadows ! We dare thus

to think and speak of them they in that blinding light, we

in the dark , rummaging in dark cupboards among the refuse

and litter of their pasts, refusing to march forward vith

them , to throw our utmost energies into heartening and

keeping pace with them , in that glorious new world where

all their activities are in full swing . Our first instinct is

the true one, that they have gone to a better billet, a

happier existence , that God has forgiven them their sins

and let them straight through to the pure in heart ,

" Where loyal hearts and true stand ever in the light.”

We suffer because we resist; our torture begins when ,

ceasing to be passive , we agonise as to how our beloved fare

and where they are. It is the one supreme disservice we

do them , and it is done by most of us every day ; it is the

ugliestand most self-indulgent phase of humansorrow that
we walk in a hell of our own making and force them to walk

with us in our selfish retrospect, to retrace every step of

the pain and suffering in their lives , dragging them back

to chains of tortured flesh, to the earth -life from which they

have triumphantly soared, throwing the burden of human

faults right down in their path, instead of having the bold
ness, the courage, to throw them clean away behind them .

The closer the tie that binds the soul that has passed to the

soul that is left , the greater its anguish .

Surely if we are worth anything, if the unselfishuess

of a love that set self aside to desire only our happiness is

to be approached by us, we must rejoice in their joy---not

think of ourselves ; it is not a question of what we endure
· but of how we advance them no one is a true lover who sets

his happiness against that of the one he loves .

What is it but pre -occupation with self, not how his soul
felt and was, in its relation to his God , but what our

jealous absorption of it made it ? If I can save other

mothers from making the mistake and inflicting on those
who are dear to them the anguish which I inflicted on my

son , then “ Erentide " will not have been written in vain .

We have only to leave everything to God and all will

come right; it is when we begin to fear that all is not well

with our beloved , to doubt if he is as happy as all our poor

love and comradeship made him on earth that our torture

begins. Yet fear and doubt are pure illusions caused by

ignorance of the true nature of man and the extent oi his

powers, and to our presumptuous hearts as to the Levites

applies Moses' stern rebuke, " Ye take too much upon you ,

ye sons of Levi! ”

Well may the freed spirit stand aghast at our way of
taking what would be his supreme happiness but for our

complete lack of self control , making of our sorrow a weapon

with which to wound him , instead of a star by which to

direct the gaze of others.

What right had I with my son's clean record to refuse

the messag : that a while ago he was pouring into me all
the time when I was stunned but normal, moving with God's

scheme , not against it ?

I would not read the lesson of his brief , crowded ,

unselfish life: aright, would not believe in his transfigured

look in dying, or remember that in the countless times I

had known him happy, I had never seen on his face the

joy he showed at the moment of departure, when he saw the

vision--my proud radiant white soldier who had never

done a mean or a cowardly or cruel thing in his life, but
met Christ as his Captain, saluted and passed , passed

straight through an open gateway to the dazzling radiance
of the Sun that was reflected in his face, and gave me my

first glimpse of immortality.

The happier we are, the less we sorrow hopelessly, the

less they suffer ; the greater the tie between them and us

the more our unhappiness makes theirs, the more we retard

their development, for oven as they help us , so do we help

them , by our love , our prayers, our kind words and deeds.

doing the hings for them that they would do were they

here , and above all by our cheeriness, our refusal to admit

that there is any real separation betveen us , since no such

thing as death exists , so there can be no occasion for real

sorrow .

But that was before the war, when youth cut short

seemed a tragedy , and my own stood out stark and cruel,

now it would beas an unnumbered drop in the vast sea of

woman's tears and anguish. Yet all the while my son stood

close beside me , as when we stood together in the flesh .

He could see me and touch me, but he had not power to get

through the message that between his passing over in 1907

and his getting into touch with me in 1909 he had been

1
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AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT.)

now

We have received many congratulations on the enlarge

ment of LIGHT, coupled with some flattering testimonies to

the quality of its ' contents, which we pass on to those gifted

writers who have so loyally supported us during the tribula,

tions of the last four or five years — the heaviest ordeal

tirough which any newspaper could pass and survive . We

have also gratefully to acknowledge the generosity, of those

friends who have provided us with funds, and thereby

enabled us to avoid the usual resort of raising the price of

our journal , in imitation of so many of our contemporaries.

We felt it would be a hardship on our poorer readers

to increase the price, and therefore decided against

this step , although it was several times urged upon us as a

necessity of the situation . The stress of high prices, however.

is still heavy on us, and many difficulties have yet to be

faced. But we are confident that having been sustained so

far we shall be enabled to go on until the return of happier

times, when we shall be able to enlarge our sphere of useful

We want to grow not merely in servicebut in strength

to meet the new conditions and the increasing demands made

upon us .

ness .

A TESTIMONY.

agonising to deliver, and of which I had rigorously denied

himevery opportunity.

May the day never come when you need an interpreter

between you and the other world ,” Sir Edward Inglefield

had said to me sadly years before. Well, I had never

needed one so badly as now , and I shunned every oppor

tunity of meeting one. My horror of Spiritualism was so
great that it amounted almost to a physical disgust, as if

I had seen a coarse hand laid on something sacred, pro

faning its mysteries, its reticences .

I would not move one step to put myself in communica
tion with my son . I looked at all outside interference

between the two worlds coldly , fastidiously. Even as I had

never wanted anything to come between God and me, not

even His prophets, so I sought no intermediary

between Phil's love and mine.

“ When he is ready, he will give me a sign ," I said to

myself. “ God will permit him to come to me in my

sleep --that significant Why disturbest thou me?" of

Saniuel rang in my ears , and to call my son seemed to me

an insult, an outrage on his peace, that I would die rather

than commit, for we had always respected each other's

rights.

Meanwhile the friend who was to me in my sorrow what

David was to Jonathan lent me S.P.R. reports and many

books onthe subject that, while interesting her deeply , had
only antagonised me, but as my one burning desire was to

prove Phil's continued existence, I read them eagerly , but

soonwearied of veridicai proofs, telepathic experiments, and
the like. It just narrowed itself down to the plain issue

whether I could, out of my own personal knowledge and

experience . obtain knowledge of how he fared without help

from anybody but God and him .

At times I was vividly aware that he was near me, it was

as if I stood before a telegraph apparatus that is clicking

out a code of signals intelligible only to the absent operator,
but to the uninstructed ear is only a series of “ clicks

entirely devoid of meaning.

Yet curiously enough my first gleam of comfort came to

me when one day in my restless wanderings I found myself

in Park Lane with an old friend who was the sole ink

between me and a world that, as I scornfully put it, trafficked

in spirits, and as if to confirm me in my attitude she told

me of a woman who had recently lost her only son very

suddenly, and her one frantic longing being to see him , he

had been materialised and actually stood before her . I

cried out in horror at this--I had supposed when I met Phil

face to face it meant my death ; it had been a terrible thought

that in life I would never see his face again , but now I

shrank aghast at the selfishness of the mother who had

snatched as a chance of gratifying her intense physical

longing, and I was glad to know he had sternly rebuked

her , though for a different reason than Samuel's.

“ You weep, you wail,” he said , you create a dense

mist between us when all you can do to help me is to pray

for and to love me.

When I heard that, the tears so rare with me rained

down ; God knows I had loved Phil enough , but perhaps I

had not prayed enough . I had rested too completely on the

thought that , God willing , he could guide and help me, I
had not reaiised at all how much more I could help him , that

if our love looks forward , prays and hopes, it will strengthen

our beloved ; if it looks back with tears for what might have

been , and with longing for what can never be , it hinders

him .

And so the battle swung to and fro in my mind for two

hideous years , in which I added up the marks for and

against my son's welfare, as if he were entering for some

earthly competition before an unmerciful earthly judge , and

then one day, unsought, unexpected , it all came to an end,

the fear, the doubt, the anguish . I got the answer to the

question God has been thundering into our ears from the

beginning of time, only we would not listen . O Death ,

where is thy sting , Ograve thy Victory ? ” and to the
atheist's shiilling, cry, Show me a soul - demonstrata !

God demonstrated from the other side through the soul or
my son .

In the course of an article, Free Will," in the

Leader ,, the Edinburgh magazine, for December last,

Mr. Walter Jones, J.P. , the well -known 'engineer of

Stourbridge , writes" :

“ I personally have a profound conviction that Life is
continuous ; that when we discard the trammels of earth

life, the soul, spirit , ego , or intelligence - call it what you

will - continues its onward and upward path, that our trans

lated spirit friends can and do communicate--under favour

able conditions---with those on earth, and that they are more
willing to assist us in our daily trials than we are to accept

their assistance.
You, dear reader, are not asked to accept this

hypothesis, because the accumulated prejudice of centuries

cannot be overcome until you also have had some personal

experience, and recognise that this is a simple statement of

scientific fact, substantiated by, such eminent scientists as

Sir W. F. Barrett, Sir William Crookes , Sir W. E. Cooper,

Sir Oliver Lodge, and Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, all of

whom , after devoting many years to research work, declare

that the continuity of life and communication between the

incarnate and discarnate is as fully proved as any other fact

demonstrated by science. ”

A PROPHETIC MESSAGE.

Here is a case involving prevision, and comparing with

a somewhat similar case, related by “ D.” in Light of the

26th ult . ( p. 26) . The reception of a message narrating in
the past tense an event which had not then happened but

did afterwards occur. is very curious. The story is told

by R. A., a military correspondent who is personally known
to us . He writes :

“ A friend of mine, Mrs. L., has for some time been able

to get automatic writing . Her husband , Mr. L., and a
son , Major L., are both dead . Another son George was

serving in France until the beginning of October last . On

the night ofthe 25th September, 1918 , the following message

was received by Mrs. L. , purporting to come from her son,
Major L., by antomatic writing : George has been wounded

slightly in ühe leg . ' (Mrs. L .: How is he ? Have you seen

him ?) I have not seen him . He is in hospital. Father

told me . ' George was perfectly well on September 25th,

but was slightly wounded in the leg on September 29th and
was sent to a hospital in London . "

>>
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The philosopher is he to whom the highest has descended

and the lowest has mounted up ; who is the equal and kindly

brother of all . - CARLYLE .

The leading feature in the “ Review of Reviews for

February is a symposium on The Basis of Reconstruction ,”

in which we have the voice of the clergy ( represented by the

Deans of Durhan and St. Paul's, the Rev. B. G. Bourchier,

of Hampstead Garden Suburb , and Dr. Clifford ), and the

views of a professional man and of a soldier . The Dean of

Durham , who is given the leading place, looks for recon
struction wholly mainly to two principles--CO

partnership and arbitration .

“THE WATERS OF STRIFE ,” by Brian M. Angel(Gay and

Hancock, 3s. 6d . ) is a collection of verse by a lady who, we

understand, has spent many years in helping to clear away

the slums and brighten the lives of the poor . Some of che

most striking and effective of her poems picture the dis
heartening conditions under which so many of the sub

merged tenth pass their existence and which frequently

make the gaily lit public-house the one bright place in

the street to the adult, and the opportunity of dancing to

the organ-grinder's music the child's only bit o ' pleasure ,'

An infinitude of tenderness is the chief gift and in

heritance of all the truly great men . - RUSKIN .
THINK of how He gives who takes away . Out of the

bottom of themiry clay I write this ; and I look forward con

fidently; I have faith after all ; I believe, I hope, I will not

have it reft from me ; there is something good behind it
all, bitter and terrible as it seems. R. L. STEVENSON

DR. ELLIS POWELL addressed a large gathering at

Rochdale on the afternoon of Sunday, the 16th inst, on the

subject of “ Our Soldiers in the West. " The Rochdale

people had laid themselves out to make his visit a success,

not only by organisation, but by means of posters 8ft . high
which were all over the town. The result was a very success

ful service, which should give agreat impetus to the move
ment in Rochdale . Mr. G. F. Knott took the chair, and the

greatest credit is due to him for the energy and ability with
which the affair was organised. Rochdale, by the way, is

hoping for a visit from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle in thọ
course of the next month or two ,

( 6
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TO -MORROW'S SOCIETY MEETINGS.
THE CONDUCT OF CIRCLES.

Thoso notices are confined to announcements of meetings on tho comin

Sunday, with tho addition only of other ongagemonts In the same

wook . They are charged atthe rate of 18. for two lines (Including th

namo of the society ) anded. for evory additional line,

By M.A. (OXON.)'

.

Steinway Hall , Lower Seymour - street, W.1. – 6 30 ,

Mrs. E. A. Cannock. March 2nd , Mr. J. J. Morse .

The London Spiritual Mission , 13 , Pembridge -place, W.2.

-11, Mr. Ernest Hunt; 6.30, Mr. E W. Beard. Wednes

day, February 26th , 7.30, Mrs. A. Jamrach .

Spiritualist Churchof the New Revealing , 131 , West Find

Lane, Hampstead . - Will re-open on March 2nd.

Lewisham .-The Priory, High-street .-6.30, Mr. T. Ella .

Tottenham . - 684, High - road .-- 7 p.m. , Mr A. T. Connor.

Croydon . - 1176 , High -street. — 11, service and cirole ;
6.30, Mr. G. R. Symons.

Walthamstow.-39, Rectory -road . — 7 p.m. , Mrs. Fielder,
address and clairvoyance .

Toolrich and Plumstead .-Perseverance Hall , Villas-rd .,

Plumstead . 7 p.m., Mr. R. Boddington . Wednesday,

26th , at 8 , Mrs. E. Neville, address and clairvoyance .

Hollowaij.---GrovedaleFall (near Flighgate Tube Station ).

-11.15 , Mrs. Adain , address;7 p.m., Mr and Mrs E. J.
Pulham , address and clairvoyance. Wednesday, 26th, at

8 o'clock, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Smith .

Brighton . - IFindsor Hall , Windsor -street, Mr.

Rimmer, addresses and clairvoyance : 11.15 , Windsor Hall ;

7 , Athenæum Hall, North -street. Also Monday, at 3, and

Wednesday, 8, o'clock, psychic readings at Windsor Hali .

Camberu ell--Masonic Hall- 11 , church service ; 6 30, Mr.

G. T. Brown . March 2nd, Mr. H. E. Hunt.

Battersea . — 45, St. John's Hilk Clapham Junction .

11.15 , circle service ;6.30, Mr. J W. Humphries. 27th ,

8.15 , Mr. and Mrs. Brownjohn .

Brighton Spiritualist Brotherhood . – Old Steine Hall.

11.30 and 7 p.m., Miss Violet Burton , addresses ; Lyceum ,

Monday, 7.45, brief address and clairvoyance .
f'uesday , 7.15, lecture II., Astrology , Miss Samson . Th :urs,

day, 7.45 , inquirers' questions and clairvoyance. Friday ,

Guild. Athenæum Hall. – Sunday, 3 p.m., lecture,

“ Heaven , Where Is It ? " followed by clairvoyance, Mr.A.
Vout Peter :.

1 apon its

3 p.m.
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NOW READY. NEW EDITION.

SPIRIT TEACHINGS.

Through the Mediumship of William Stainton Moses

( " M.A. Oxon." )

By Automatic or Passive Writing .

With a Biography by Charlton T. Speer and Two Full -Page Portraits .

Eighth Edition, Bound in Cloth, 324pages, price 8 /- net,

or post free 6/6

OFFICE OF “ LIGHT,” 6, Queen SQUARE, LONDON , W.C. 1 .

ADVICE TO INQUIRERS.

If you wish to 800 whether Spiritualism is roully only

jugglory and impostare, try it by personal experimont. I

you can get an introduction to some experienced Spiritualist

on whoso good faith you can rely , ask him for advice ; and

if he is holding private circles, seek permission to attend

one to see how to conduct séances, and what to expect.

There is, however, difficulty in obtaining access to privato

cirolos and, in any case, you must rely chiefly on experiences

in your own family circlo, or amongst your own friends, all

strangers being excluded .

Form a circlo of from four to eight persons, mall, or ad

haust two, of negative, passivo temperament and preferably

of the femalo sex, the rest of a more positive type. Sit,
positive and negative alternately, secure against disturbance,

in- subdued light, round an uncovered table of convenient

nizo. Place the palms of the hands flat uppersurface.

The hands of each sitter need not touch those of his

noighbour, though the practice is frequently adopted .

Do not concentrate attention too fixedly on the expected

manifesuation . Engage in cheerful but not frivolous con

versation . Avoid dispute or argument. Scepticism has no

deterrent effect, but a bitter spiritof opposition in aperson

of determined will may totally stop or decidedly impedo

manifestations. If conversation flags, music is a great help ,

if it be agreeable to all, and not of a kind to irritate the

sonsitive ear. Patience is essential, and it may be necessary

to meet ton or twelve times at short intervals, before any

thing occurs . If after such a trial you still fail, form a fresh

circle. An hour should be the limitof an unsuccessful séance.

If the table moves, let your pressure be so gentle on its

surface that you are sure you are botaiding its motions.

After some time you will probably find that the movement

willcontinue if your hands are held over , but not in contact

with it. Do not,however,try this until the movement in

asogrod, and be in no hurry to get messages.

When you think that the time hascome, let someodo

take commandof the circle and act as spokesman. Explain

to the unseen Intelligence that an agreed code of signals is

desirable, and ask that atilt may be given as the alphabet

is slowly repeated, at the several letters which form the

word that the Intelligence wishes to spell. It is convenient

to use a single tilt for No, three for Yes, and twoto express

doubt or uncertainty.

When a satisfactory communication has been established ,

ask if you are rightly placed, and if not, what order you

should take. After this ask who the Intelligence purports

to be,which of the company is the medium, and suchrelevant

questions. If confusion occurs, ascribe it to the difficulty
that exista in directing the movements at first with exacti.

tudo. Patience will remedy this. If you only satisfy

yourself at firstthat it is possible to speak with an Intelli

gonco soparate from that of any person present, you will

have gained much.

The signalsmay take the form of raps. If so, use tho

samo code ofsignals, and ask as the raps become clear that

they may be made on the table, or in a part of the room

whøre they are demonstrably not produced by any natural

means, but avoid any vexatious imposition of restriction on

freo communication . Let the Intelligence use its own means.

It rosts greatly with the sitters to make the manifestations

alovatingor frivolous and even tricky.

Should an attempt be made to entrance the medium , or

to manifest by any violent methods, ask that the attempt

may be deferred till you can secure the presence of some

orperienced Spiritualist. If this request isnot heeded, dis

oontinue the sitting. The process of developing a trance

medium is one that might disconcert an inexperienced

inquirer.

Lastly, try the results you get by the light of Ronson.

Maintain a level head and a clear judgment. Do not believo

everything you are told , forthough the great unseen world

contains manya wise and discerning spirit, it also has in it

the socumulation of human folly, vanity, and error ; and
this lies nearer to the surface than that which is wise and

good . Distrust the free use of great names. Never for

moment abandon theuseof your reason . Donot enter into

a very solemn investigation in a spirit of idle curiosity or

frivolity. Cultivate a reverentdesire for what is pure, good,

and true. You will be repaid if you gain only a well

grounded conviction thatthere is a lifo after death, for

which a pure and good lito bator death is the best and

wisaat preparation

THE RELIGION OF TO-MORROW.

A Study in the Evolution of Religious Thought

By W. J. COLVILLE. ( With Portrait.)

Cloth , 820 pages, 4/11 post free.

* LIGBT " Office, 6, Queen Square, Southampton Row, W.C. 1.

THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.

A Sequence of Spirit Messages describing Death and the

After World.

Edited by HAROLD BAYLEY.

Introduction by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

This book is a selection of messages from the so-called “ dead.” It

gives straight and unequivocal answers to the everywhere -asked ques

tions: “Does death end all ? " " Where are our dead ? ”

to a happy heaven after we die ? or are we blown about, as some of the

ancients thought,by spiritual winds , and get glimpses of things murkily

indescribable between the gusts ? ”

Cloth , 279 pages, 6/6 net post free.

Office of LIGHT, 6, Queen Square, Southampton Row , W.C. 1

1

Do we go

NOT. SILENT IF DEAD !

By H. (HAWEIS). Through the Mediumship of Parma.

"From beginning to end io is wholesomely sod ardently good.”
.

LIGHT.

Fourth Edition . Cloth, 195 pages. Price 2/11 post free .'

Office of Light, 6, Queen Square, Southampton Row, W.C. 1 .

My ,
Father : Personal and Spiritual Reminis

ree. - LIGAT Office, 6, Queen Square, Southampton Row , W 0.1 .
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Spirit Teachings . Through the Mediumship of Spiritualism . A Philosophy of Life. By W
H.Evans. Cloth, 76 pages, 1s. 24d .

Writing. With a ' Biography by Charlton T. Speer and two full - page

portraits ; eighth edition . Cioth , 324 pages , 6s . 6d .

The
The Life Elysian. Being More Leaves from the

Autobiographyof a Soul in Paradise. Recorded for the author

On
in the Threshold of the Unseen. An Ex by R. J. Lees. Cloth, 335 pages , 4s . 5d.

amination of the Phenomena of Spiritualism and of the Evi
dence for Survival ' after Death. By Sir William Barrett, F.R.S.

Cloth , 336 pages , 8s. Li
ife and Spiritual Experiences of E. Dawson

Rogers . Cloth , 6fd.

Psychical Investigations. Some Personally

Observed Proofs of Survival. By J. Arthur Hill.

ur Life After Death. By the Rev. Arthur
Cloth, 288 Our

pages, 6s. 6d.
Chambers. Cloth , 48. 11d .

Man
an is a Spirit. A Collection of spontaneous

Our Self after-Death. By the Rev. Arthur

cases of Dream , Vision and Ecstasy, By J. Arthur Hill. Cloth, Chambers . 170 pages, 2s . 3d.

199 pages , 5s . 5d.

isions, Previsions and Miracles in Modern

piritualism : Its History, Phenomena and Times. By E. Howard Grey, D.D.S. Cloth, 532 pages, 58. 6d.

Doctrine. By J. Arthur Hill. Introduction by Sir A. Conan

Doyle. Cloth , 270 pages , 8s .

Hafed, Prince
afed, Prince , of Persia ; His Experience in

he
Earth -Life and Spirit-Life, being Spirit Communications received

Digest of the Works of Andrew Jackson Davis, the American

through Mr. David Duguid, the Glasgow Trance-Painting Medium .

Seer. Čloth 424.pages, 11s .

With an Appendix containing communications from the Spirit Artists,

Ruisdal and Steen. 592 pp. , 6s , 6d . post free.

The Religion of To-Morrow. By W. J. Colville.
.

Objectionsto Spiritualism Answered . By H. A.
, 8 d

Human Magnetism '; or, How to Hypnotise. A
Practical Handbook for Students of Mesmerism. By Professor

Telepathy, Genuine andFraudulent. By W.

James Coates . With Ten Plates, showing inductiou of phenomena,

Wortley Baggally. With preface by Sir 0. Lodge. Cloth, 94

Experimentaland Curative. Third Edition. Cloth, 6s. 6d.

pages, 3s . 9d.

SeeingtheInvisible. Practical Studies inPsy- Heard a Voice;or, TheGreat Exploration By
.

Phe- King's Spirit ,

ByJames Coates, Ph.D. , F.A.S. Cloth, 6s. 6d.
through his two young daughters. Cloth , 272 pages, 7s . 11d.

Photographing the Invisible . Practical Studies
Our Liv
ur Living Dead . Talks with UnknownFriends.

in Spirit Photography, Spirit Portraiture and other Rare, but

Allied Phenomena. By James Coates, Ph.D., F.A.S. With 90 photo

By E , Katharine Bates . Preface by General Sir Alfred Turner.

graphs . Cloth , 6s , 6d.
Cloth, 160 pages , 2s, 8d .
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Mulford. Edited by A , E. Waite. 45. 11d . est ,
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378 pages , 2s , 3 d .
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Lone West. Three Narratives of After- Death
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Oliphant. Cloth , 2s . 3d.
359 pages, 5s . 6d .

fter Death , New Enlarged Edition of Letters
from Julia. Given through W. T. Stead. Cloth, 3s. 11d .

Teachings of Love Transmitted by writing
through M.E. Introduction by Ellis T. Powell , LL.B., D.Sc. 96

pages , ls . 74d.

ent methods of inducing Mesmerism or Hypnotism . By O Hashnu

Hara . ls . 5d .

The
The New Revelation. By Sir A.Conan Doyle.

Cloth, 170 pages , 5s . 4d .

Practical Psychometry: Its Value and How it
Hara 18. Private Dowding: A Plain Record of the After

Death Experiences of a Soldier. Cloth , 109 pages, 2s . 100.

Practical Yoga. A Series of Thoroughly

Practical Lessons upon the Philosophy and Practice of Yoga with
a chapterdevoted to Persian Magic. ByOHashnu Hara. 18. 5d. There is noDeath: By Florence Marryat.. Cloth,

here Two Worlds Meet. Bridging the Gulf
between Matter and Spirit. By Sir William Earnshaw Cooper.

The Ministry of Angels Here and Beyond, By
Cloth , 48, 6d . .

The
The Voices . A Sequel to Glimpses of the Next PhantasmsoftheLiving. By Edmund Gurney,

State Accounts of Sittings for the Direct Voice in 1912-13 . By
F. W. H. Myers, and F. Podmore. Abridged edition , prepared by

Vice-Admiral W. Usborne Moore, Cloth , 461 pages, 4s .
Mrs. Henry Sidgwick . Dealing with Telepathy and Apparitions;

16 Spirit Drawings. Cloth, 520 pages , 16s . 6d.
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